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CompaCt and  
powerful



// Full range oF powered seating and special control options 

Change your seating position. You can do this with three different types of tilt 
modules – the powered or mechanical single pivot tilt option for a basic tilt,   
the powered tilt module with integrated centre of gravity adjustment and the  
lift & tilt combi module. 

the backrest can be optional reclined with an actuator or a mechanical gas strut. 

finally the full range of special controls or input devices can be added to  
the chair to find the best operating performance for the user.

>  Easy transfer  
The smart flip-up armrest design 
enables easy transfer. It can be 
infinitely adjusted in height,  
depth and angle.



Powered tilt module  
(0° to 30°) with centre of 

gravity adjustment to suit 
correct users balance.

the Salsa r2 is equipped with a fully adjustable seating system 
which can be quickly adjusted throughout the full range of 
width and depth, back angle and height without additional 
parts. the seat is designed for perfect adaptation to the user 
and enables prompt servicing and refurbishment. alternative 
backs and cushions can be easily fitted.

Fully adjusTable  
seaTing sysTem 



New base integrated LED lights  
and indicators (optional)

Adjustable drive  
wheel suspension

4 point tie-down system for trans- 
portation in a vehicle. Optional with  
Dahl car docking system available.

// salsa r2 is approved For transport in a vehicle 

the Salsa r2 is transit tested according to ISo 7176-19 and therefore 
approved for transportation in a vehicle. 

the tests are done for the 4 point tie-down system and the optional 
dahl docking system for an even easier fixation.

>  Stylish and compact base 
in 3 colours available - blue,  
red & white



>  active Swing away hangers 
Swing away hangers for easy  
transfer. Also available as elevating 
legrest (manual or powered)

Simple battery and controller 
access while user is in the chair

9" and 10" castor wheels

12,5" and 14" drive wheels

enhances your mobiliTy.
inside and ouTside.
the Salsa r2 shows a great indoor and outdoor performance. Indoors the  
compact base and the low seat to floor height starting from 42cm ensures easy 
under-table access. outdoors the adjustable suspension and the powerful motors 
(2-pole or 4-pole) always offer a comfortable and active driving characteristic up 
to a speed of 10 kph. with the simple battery access from the rear the  
batteries can be easily changed while the user is in the chair. 

Batteries available with 60 or 70 Ah



Compact and powerful



Configure the wheelchair to your individual needs - the Salsa r2 offers a wide range of options.
for further information on product options please check the Salsa r2 order form.

// powered tilt module with 
centre oF gravity adjust-
ment 

offers a tilt from 0° up to 30° 
with an additional weight shift 
mechanism to suit correct 
users balance.

// powered single pivot tilt 
option 

for basic tilt from 3° to 20° to 
quickly change between a 
driving and a relax seat 
position

// powered recline Back

This recline backrest offers a 
range from -5° to 30°.  Easily 
retrofittable if developing 
needs requires higher 
support.

// powered articulating 
legrest

for advanced leg support.  
Also available as powered 
elevating legrest

// trunk support laterals

Multi-adjustable laterals  
offer advanced positioning of 
the trunk. 

// Full range oF controls  
devices availaBle 

à  VR2 standard control  
(up to two actuators)

à  Up to four actuator control 
through a separate switch box

à Dual control
à R-Net optional controller
à Full range of special controls



Technical
daTa

SalSa R2       // power wheelchair

Max. user weight: 140 kg Battery size: 60 and 70Ah

Caster wheel options: 9" and 10" Max. dynamic stability: 8° (14%)

Drive wheel options: 12" and 14" Overall width: 60 cm (12" wheels); 62 cm (14" wheels)

Seat width: 41 – 51 cm Turning radius: max. 120 cm

Seat depth: 41 – 51 cm Max. kerb climbing: 10 cm (with kerb climber)

Max. speed: 6 kph and 10 kph Colour choices: 3 colours - red, blue & white

Max. range (ISO 7176-4): 32 km (40 km with 70 Ah) Transport (ISO 7176-19): 4 Point tie-down & Dahl docking system

Sunrise Medical GmbH & Co. KG 

Kahlbachring 2–4
D-69254 Malsch/Heidelberg
T +49 (0) 7253 980-0
F +49 (0) 7253 980-222
www.sunrisemedical.de

For further information on product options please check the order form on our website.
You can view this document also in a larger font on a PDF-file at www.SunriseMedical.eu
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